A state of the art on solar-powered vapor absorption cooling systems integrated with thermal energy storage.
The intermittent nature of solar energy is a dominant factor in exploring well-designed thermal energy storages for consistent operation of solar thermal-powered vapor absorption systems. Thermal energy storage acts as a buffer and moderator between solar thermal collectors and generators of absorption chillers and significantly improves the system performance. Vapor absorption chillers are available in half, single, double, and triple-effect modes of operation and operate at temperatures ranging from 75 to 220 °C to produce a cooling effect with COPs ranging from 0.3 to 1.8. Thus, the selection of appropriate solar collectors and thermal energy storages are two significant decisions affecting the consistency of output of a vapor absorption refrigeration system. The present review of state of the art is focused on the appropriate selection, from among different types of solar collectors available to meet the demand of capacity and degree of thermal energy required in operating absorption chillers at optimum performance. Characteristics of various thermal energy storage systems and their integration with solar thermal collectors and absorption chillers are also investigated to meet the demand for heat during non-sunshine hours or periods of low solar intensity. In the latter section, economic feasibility is explored so that a sustainable solar cooling system can be proposed which can work consistently with the best performance throughout its entire life.